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Sections 1 and 2 of Utility Risk Modeling published by Palisade covered setting up an electricity generation 
profile for a utility based on a 360 day year. While fossil fuel and nuclear and hydro can be dependent on 
to produce any power level desired up to their capacity limitations (reservoir water depth in case of 
hydro), the same cannot be said for solar and wind. The power output of solar and wind depends on 
sunshine and wind speed. The degree of sunshine varies on a seasonal basis. In winter solar power output 
is lower than in summer because the sun does not rise as high above the horizon, particularly at high 
latitudes, where cloud cover is heavier plus the possibility of snow covering the solar panels. Solar power 
peaks during the summer when the sun is high above the horizon, less cloud cover and certainly no snow. 
Wind on the other hand oftentimes has a higher average output in winter when the wind blows harder 
than in summer where there can be calm periods covering weeks.  
 
Two probability distributions in Utility Risk Modeling were set up to cover renewables for two points in 
time – winter and summer. Obviously the parameters of the probability distribution are not only different 
between winter and summer, but also have to be adjusted to fit the interim period between winter and 
summer. Utility Risk Modeling goes into detail on creating solar and wind output probability distributions. 
For now, let’s just suppose that there the two pert distributions that apply for summer and winter with 
different minimum, most likely and maximum values. The question is how two probability distributions 
covering day 1 and day 180 be expanded to 360 probability distributions covering each day of the year. 
 
For illustrative purposes let’s assume two pert probability functions can describe winter (1 January) and 
another can describe summer (1 July). Suppose that the minimum, most likely, and maximum values are 
as follows. 
 

 Minimum Most Likely Maximum 
Day 1 10 20 100 
Day 180 13 26 70 
Ratio Day 180/Day 1 0.30 0.30 0.70 

 
 
Open file IncParameter. 
 

 
 
The following shows the formulation. 
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A B C D E F G
Desired Calculated

78.5474 Day 1 1 1 8.27E-10
0.951824 Day 180 1.3 1.3 1.83E-09

Day 2.66E-09
1 0.000613 1
2 0.000627 1.001073
3 0.000641 1.002165
4 0.000655 1.003274



 

 
 
The normal distribution function in column B was entered via the following menu in cell B5 from the 
Formulas ribbon/More Functions/Statistical/Norm.Dist. Column C is the linear function involving C2 and 
C3. Cells E2 and E3 are the desired values of the normal distribution for days 1 and 180. Cells F2 and F3 
are the calculated values for days 1 and 180 and cells G2 and G3 are the absolute values of the differences 
between the desired and calculated values for days 1 and 180.  
 

 
 
“False” was entered to obtain the discrete rather than the cumulative value of the normal distribution. “1” 
in the formula in cell B5 was changed to “A5” and replicated down for a 360 day period. The solution cells 
C2 and C3 could not be obtained through Excel Solver because Solver could not identify the values of the 
variables that would exactly satisfy the target cell value of 0. But Evolver succeed in identifying values for 
C2 and C3 that set cell G4 very close to zero. The Evolver menu was set up as follows. 
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A B C D E F G
Desired Calculated

78.547398421217Day 1 1 =C5 =ABS(F2-E2)
0.9518235732153Day 180 1.3 =C184 =ABS(F3-E3)

Day =G2+G3
1 =NORM.DIST(A5,180,90,FALSE) =$C$2*B5+$C$3
2 =NORM.DIST(A6,180,90,FALSE) =$C$2*B6+$C$3
3 =NORM.DIST(A7,180,90,FALSE) =$C$2*B7+$C$3
4 =NORM.DIST(A8,180,90,FALSE) =$C$2*B8+$C$3



 
 
The resulting 360 day symmetric increasing parameter curve has a value of 1 on day 0 and day 360 and 1.3 
on day 180. 
 
 

 
 
 
IncParameter will be applied against the minimum and most likely pert parameters. Spreadsheet 
DecParameter covers a decrease in the maximum from 1.0 on day 1 to 0.7 on day 180. DecParameter has a 
different shape than IncParameter in that the summer value is less than the winter value. The following 
shows the modification in column C to transform an increasing parameter to decreasing parameter.  
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The result of the Evolver run above creates the following curve where day 180 is 70% of day 1. 
 

 
 
The worksheet Simulation in DecParameter shows the application of the increasing and decreasing 
parameters to creating a daily distribution. Column B and C were Paste Special Values Only for increasing 
and decreasing parametric values. 
 
 

 
 
The formula in cell I5 is =RiskOutput("Day1")+RiskPert(E5,F5,G5). A simulation was run for days 1, 180 
and 360 with the following results. 
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A B C D E F G
Desired Calculated

78.5473997682715 Day 1 1 =C5 =ABS(F2-E2)
0.951823571407036Day 180 0.7 =C184 =ABS(F3-E3)

Day =G2+G3
1 =NORM.DIST(A5,180,90,FALSE) =2-$C$2*B5-$C$3
2 =NORM.DIST(A6,180,90,FALSE) =2-$C$2*B6-$C$3
3 =NORM.DIST(A7,180,90,FALSE) =2-$C$2*B7-$C$3
4 =NORM.DIST(A8,180,90,FALSE) =2-$C$2*B8-$C$3
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A B C D E F G H I

Increasing Decreasing Most Probability
Day Parameter Parameter Minimum Likely Maximum Distribution

1 1 1 10 20 100 46.27032707
2 1.0010734 0.99892655 10.01073 20.02147 99.89266 30.09436786
3 1.0021646 0.9978354 10.02165 20.04329 99.78354 26.42287127
4 1.0032736 0.99672642 10.03274 20.06547 99.67264 29.40580551



 
 
The above shows that the output distributions for days 1 and 360 are the same with a minimum of 10, most 
likely of 20 and a maximum of 100 while the output of the distribution for day 180 has a 30% increase in 
the minimum of 13 and in the most likely of 26. There is also a 30% decrease in the maximum of 70. This 
shows the possibility of taking two distributions and transforming them to 360. 
 
 
IncParameter and DecParameter spreadsheet files can be obtained from rnersesi@monmouth.edu If 
desired. 
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